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It is early summer and you awake one morning with a headache, a stiff neck and achy joints, and you just can't seem
to shake the fatigue. A week or even a month earlier you may have noticed a circular reddish rash that surfaced
around what looked like an insect bite, spread for a few days, and then disappeared. Perhaps you didn't, though.
You've spent a lot of time in the outdoors, raking in the yard near the brush and trees on your property, or perhaps
hiking in the woods. Late spring or early summer is not the usual time to be coming down with the flu, but your
symptoms surely seem flu-like, and all you wish to do is find relief from the headache, the aches and pains in your
knees, neck, and back, and so you go back to bed.

While Lyme disease may not be in the forefront of your mind if you see yourself in this scenario, this description
accurately describes what many who contract the tick-borne infection experience before seeking help. If the flu-like
symptoms emerge soon after noticing a red bullseye-shaped rash such as a central reddish-purple spot surrounded
by a margin of clearer skin and then another red margin and you've been outdoors where deer are frequent visitors,
there is a good chance that Lyme borreliosis, and one of several co- infections, could be the culprit behind what you
are feeling.  If so, you would be well advised to seek the help of a physician knowledgeable in Lyme disease for
immediate confirmation and treatment.... the sooner, the better! 

The Lyme rash is referred to as erythema migrans or EM.  It is important to remember that depending upon
individual sensitivity of the bite victim, the rash may not show up at all, or it may appear too light in color to be
noticed.  The rash is usually shaped like a bulls-eye, it can be smooth or bumpy, it may or may not feel warm, and
there can be multiple rashes that can appear at the site of the tick bite or elsewhere on the body.

Once the infection becomes established, symptoms of Lyme disease vary but may include pain in muscles and joints,
fatigue, swollen glands, fever, upset stomach, headache, forgetfulness, sleep disorders, depression, and sensitivity
to light and sound, to name a few. 

The effects of chronic Lyme disease can significantly affect your health, livelihood, and overall well-being.
Conventional antibiotic therapy may provide an initial sense of relief, but if your symptoms should return, continue,
or worsen in spite of conventional therapy, as they do in many Lyme sufferers, broadening your therapeutic options
is a worthwhile step toward restoring both your health and your sense of well-being. 

Lyme is a complex and wily disease.  The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases considers Lyme
borreliosis the most prevalent tick-borne disease in the United States.  It has reached endemic proportions in at least
10 states and is believed by some Lyme experts to be vastly under-diagnosed by health care professionals unaware
of either the increasing prevalence of Lyme or the complexities of diagnosing the disease.  It is suspected that
possibly thousands of “chronic fatigue syndrome” diagnoses are in fact, Lyme related.

Disease Mechanism & Cause

Lyme disease is a bacterial infection caused by a spirochete organism (spiral-shaped bacteria) called Borrelia
burgdorferi (Bb).  The bacterium is named after the person who discovered it, Dr. Willy Burgdorfer.  Lyme disease
is named after the Connecticut town of Lyme where it was first recognized in the United States in 1977.  This
disease was first identified in the 1880's but was not named.
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The organism has special characteristics that allow it to avoid the host's immune system and infiltrate hard-to-reach
compartments of the host body.  As if co-conspirators, the tick that carries B. burgdorferi, while biting its host,
releases proteins that thin the blood and down-regulate the immune response intended to destroy invading bacteria.
The spirochetes that survive the immune assault and succeed in infecting the host cloak themselves with proteins
on their outer surfaces that act like camouflage, evading detection of the immune system defenses and infiltrating
beyond the circulatory system into the extracellular matrix of connective tissue, into the nervous system, heart, liver,
spleen, retina, and eventually even the brain.

Both humans and animals can be infected with the Bb organism through the bite of an infected tick.  Over 100
strains of the bacterium that cause Lyme disease have been identified in the United States.  Veterinarians have more
experience in identifying the organism, perhaps because they are looking for it.  Human doctors are less aware and
mis-diagnosis is frequent.  Lyme infection is usually transmitted by, though not limited to, three species of tick:

1)  The black-legged tick (ixodes scapularis) on the East Coast and in the Midwest commonly known as the
deer tick.  2)  The western black-legged tick (ixodes pacificus) in the Western U.S. (also commonly known
as the deer tick).   3)  The lone star tick (amblyomma americanum), located within a rectangle encompassing
Texas, Florida, Rhode Island, and Iowa.

 
It is estimated that approximately 300 bacterial strains of the Bb organism have been identified throughout the
world.  Cases of Lyme disease have been reported in North and South America, Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia.

If treated with antibiotics soon after infection, statistics show there is a good chance the bacterial infection that
causes the disease can be completely erased and the disease cured.  However, Lyme in many cases is not so easily
defeated and if under-treated, or as is most common, left untreated, this infectious disease has the wherewithal to
become chronic, attacking the joints, the heart and even the nervous system, with debilitating, life-changing consequences.

One of the most vexing complexities of Lyme disease has to do with the re-emergence of symptoms after having
been treated and believed to be cured.  A sinister, clever "trick" common to the Lyme spirochete is to encase itself
in a protective cyst in hard-to-reach places resistant to antibiotics, thereby making the microorganism capable of
a prolonged latent stage in disease progression.  This ability suggests a likely cause of persistent infection in the
patient.  Once established, the spirochete is capable of presenting varying outer surface proteins that mimic proteins
on native neuronal (nerve) cells, suggesting a mechanism for triggering an auto- immunity response that targets
native neurons, causing self-damage to the nervous system.
 
Possession of flagella gives the organism mobility into viscous tissues, such as the synovial fluid of joints and
cerebrospinal fluid, and their ability to bind to collagen in connective tissue while avoiding immune system sentinels
allows them to stealthily colonize and wreak their damage.  Collagen, a major component of connective tissue
throughout the body, is damaged from Lyme by the release of porins (pore-making chemicals) and by modulating
the release of matrix metalloproteinases; enzymes which break down proteins to enable the bacterium to infiltrate
tissues.

B. burgdorferi's entrance into a dormant phase as a cyst enclosing immature, metabolically inactive spirochetes may
be the mechanism whereby Lyme patients "adequately treated" with antibiotics suffer recurrences of their symptoms
as much as a year or more after initial treatment was considered to be successful.
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The Power of Phytotherapeutics - Herbs and Alternative Palliative Aids

The plants that are used therapeutically in this and many other diseases have co-evolved alongside both humans,
and the infectious diseases that plague them, over the long course of human/plant evolution. It should come as no
surprise that as medicine many plants provide active support to our immune system's response to infection and
disease, and serve as active healing agents to damaged tissues in our body.  Plant and animal species have evolved
together and are not "strangers" to one another.  Armed with knowledge to leverage the power of this coexistence
Chinese, Ayurvedic, Native American, African, and other traditional herbalists throughout the world have for
millennia applied the healing power and activities of plants to their patients with great success.

Many providers in the Western tradition of medicine are beginning to recognize and learn to leverage this power
in concert with modern techniques in the treatment of difficult diseases such as Lyme and its co-infections. Modern
antibiotics (used judiciously) have been a godsend for mankind, but when confronting the wiles of ancient disease-
causing organisms, Lyme-causing B. burgdorferi spirochetes in particular, sometimes antibiotics alone may not be
enough and the healing benefit found in the ancient techniques makes all the difference. 

Andrographis (A. paniculata) is a medicinal herb particularly well suited to the treatment of Lyme disease. It has
been successfully used in Ayurvedic medicine in India for 2000 years, to treat malaria, syphilis, and inflammatory
conditions.  During the 1918 flu pandemic, Andrographis was the chief remedy applied in treating the afflicted in
India, and is credited with saving many lives. Andrographis conveys anti-spirochetal, neural anti-inflammatory, and
immune-enhancing properties, while protecting heart muscle and crossing the blood–brain barrier to kill spirochetes
in the brain and acts as a calming agent.  In Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) Andrographis (Chuan Xin Lian),
has been used against dysentery, parasitic afflictions, and inflammation.  In clinical trials it has enhanced AZT
activity and increased low CD4 cell counts in AIDS patients, shown activity against an array of cancers, and been
effective at eliminating the spirochetes behind periodontal disease, Treponema denticola.

Another potent herbal remedy available to treat Lyme disease is Astragalus (A. membranacea) (Huang Qi in TCM),
which modulates the immune response supporting disease-fighting factors while suppressing inflammatory
factors. Astragalus has been used in Chinese medicine for at least 2000 years, and possibly for as long as 4000
years. Like Andrographis, Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum) has anti-spirochetal properties and reduces
inflammation.  It has been in service in TCM for two millennia by the name Hu Zhang.  Additional species in the
herbal compendium include teasel root (Dipsacus sylvestris); eleuthero (Eleutherococcus senticosus), or Siberian
ginseng; devil's claw (Harpagophytum procumbens), an African herb; and cat's claw (Uncaria tomentosa), a woody
vine indigenous to Central and South America.  All of these species, used indigenously for centuries to relieve
symptoms and heal the body from afflictions akin to Lyme, have been analyzed by modern researchers to identify
their phytotherapeutic constituents.

This is but a very short list of herbal supplements that have been found to be valuable alternatives in treating Lyme
disease symptoms. 

The organism’s special capabilities as mentioned above facilitate the spirochetes’ infiltration into areas not easily
treated with antibiotics alone.  Phytotherapies affect healing and defenses against disease through systemic support
of natural metabolic processes.  Targeted systemic support of metabolism, immune response, and healing processes
gets at hard-to-reach infection by creating an environment inhospitable to the colonized spirochete.  This can also
be aided by HBOT which is explained below.

Lyme spirochetes behave much like other parasitic organisms, having mobility and methods to evade detection
during and after infection. 
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Herbs that possess anti-spirochetal properties and that have shown efficacy against other spirochetal diseases, such
as periodontal disease or syphilis, can be effective against their cousin Lyme spirochete when natural immunity and
antibiotics have failed.

Coenzyme Q10, ubiquinone, is a natural vitamin-like substance produced by most tissues and essential to the
function of larger, more complex mitochondrial enzymes that provide the energy-supplying molecules that fuel
metabolism.  Supplementation with coenzyme Q10 may be indicated for those suffering from chronic fatigue from
Lyme, as CoQ10 provides an energy boost to counter the fatigue symptoms. D-ribose supplementation also is useful
to address fatigue.  D-ribose fuels the pentose phosphate pathway, a separate energy-supplying pathway necessary
for metabolic health, and is effective in relieving Lyme symptoms. Both are palliative measures but improve the
quality of life for Lyme sufferers.

Acupuncture is a beneficial alternative treatment when indicated for particular patients to relieve pain and reduce
stress.  Massage therapy, likewise, is an excellent stress reducer that helps clear the lymphatic system of the detritus
of Lyme infection, promoting increased white blood counts, and relieving tension.

Anti-biotics - A Complicated Therapy

With early antibiotic intervention, Lyme infections can sometimes be stopped dead in their tracks, but in many cases
the infections go undetected or under- treated and persist with a variety of symptoms even after initial treatment with
antibiotics. Symptoms may return months or even years after infection and treatment, and present both the patient
and the medical provider with a complex problem of diagnosis and effective treatment.  The Lyme spirochete is
capable of sequestering itself within cells and tissues, successfully avoiding the host's innate immune response and
the antibiotics designed to clear the infection.  Hiding within connective tissues in joints and organs, and in the
peripheral and central nervous systems Lyme spirochetes can cause arthritic pain, upset neurological functions, and
bring on debilitating fatigue and damaging inflammation.

Once given a strong foothold in the body,  antibiotics and the immune system might not be able to adversely affect
(or kill) Lyme bacteria for two distinct reasons.  First, it is believed that the Bb organism is able to switch from an
active to a dormant (or sleeping mode) by coating itself in the body's protein.  Second, it is also believed that the
Bb organism can hide in the body's cells.  Both related tactics may result in the immune system failing to react to
the Bb organism as a foreign organism that should be destroyed.  Some believe that this has the effect of neutralizing
the body's defensive mechanisms (see additional comment below) and the offensive mechanisms employed by
antibiotics.

Experienced Lyme physicians take all of this relatively new knowledge about bacterial biology into account when
deciding which antibiotic, or combination of antibiotics to prescribe. The above scenario suggests that, depending
upon dosage, some classes of antibiotics such as penicillins and cephalosporins may not be able to eradicate Lyme
bacteria from the body because they circulate mainly in the body's fluids and are incapable of entering cells where
the Bb organism can reside.  If true, this contradicts many current conservative antibiotic protocols for Lyme disease. 
The good news is that other classes of antibiotics, such as macrolides (azithromycins such as Zithromax) are
prescribed specifically to attack the Bb bacteria that may become established within the body's cells, along with
killing Lyme bacteria residing outside the cells in deep tissue areas of the body. 

It is important to recognize that this is a case in point where a shotgun approach to antibiotic therapy may be an
effective tool in fighting Lyme disease. For example, a physician may prescribe a penicillin such as Amoxicillin,
along with a macrolide such as Zithromax.  The Amoxicillin stays mostly in the body's fluids and blood stream.
Meanwhile, Zithromax not only penetrates the cell wall where the Bb organism is residing (and/or hiding), but it
also penetrates deep tissue areas, which Lyme bacteria also inhabit. 
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When Lyme bacteria move to deep tissue areas they have effectively moved away from normal blood flow and away
from fluid-based antibiotics. Antibiotics such as Zithromax can help to counter this survival tactic.  Also,
Amoxicillin is mainly bactericidal (think homicidal), which means that it directly kills the Bb organism.  Zithromax
is a macrolide, which means that it can either be bactericidal or bacteriostatic (manipulative, impairing migration)
depending upon concentration levels.  By prescribing these two antibiotics, physicians hope to increase the
opportunities for killing as many bacteria as possible, and affecting Lyme bacteria in numerous and complex ways.
Obviously, physicians prescribe many other combinations of antibiotics to combat the Bb organism.

Even though physicians can out-maneuver some of the Lyme bacterium's survival tactics——such as using
combinations of antibiotics——there are many who believe that antibiotics probably cannot eliminate the Bb
organism if it is in a dormant state.  Again, if this is true, it has serious consequences for the diagnosis and treatment
of chronic, persistent symptoms.  Specifically, this means that conservative treatment protocols, which call for short-
term courses of antibiotics, may actually prolong some cases of Lyme infection.  If chronic Lyme symptoms are the
result of an active, late-stage Lyme infection, any delay in full and comprehensive antibiotic treatment may have
devastating results for the Lyme patient.  Once the late-stage organism crosses the blood-brain barrier increasingly
debilitating neurological symptoms present.  At this point, the antibiotic routine is totally ineffective.  What else
can be done?

Adding Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT) to the Treatment Mix 

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) has proven to be of great benefit in fighting this nasty disease.  Previously
considered “alternative”, HBOT today is now clinically proven and accepted as the preferred adjunct therapy to be
used with anti-biotics.  Well known for promoting healing, inflammation control, and immune support, HBOT
employs oxygen at above-atmospheric pressures in a highly controlled environment to stimulate fibroblast formation
and regenerate collagen, decrease inflammation in the central nervous system, and normalize the immune response. 
In addition, the Lyme spirochete is a micro-aerophilic organism, meaning it requires low-oxygen environments and
is sensitive to oxygen levels in the blood and plasma.  HBOT oxygenates blood, plasma and tissues, creating an
inhospitable, high-oxygen environment for active spirochetes.

The total number of treatments given in each case varies.   It is common to administer 40 to 60 treatments in the first
phase of treatment.  The question of further HBO therapy is then resolved after the patient's condition is reevaluated. 
However, many believe that if the patient has been impacted by the first phase of HBO therapy, such as by
experiencing a Herxheimer reaction usually confirming Lyme bacteria die-off, then a break of three to six weeks
should be taken followed by another 40 to 60 HBO treatments.  A physician can prescribe more sets of HBO therapy
based on the patient's individual evaluation.  Although this may seem like an extreme treatment regimen, I remind
the reader that this disease is “almost incurable”.  Advanced stages are identical to dementia praecox, the final stage
of syphilis disease which is also caused by a spirochete and close cousin to the Lyme organism.  

Why does HBO therapy show promise in helping Lyme patients? First, we are reminded that Lyme bacteria are
microaerophilic, or debilitated in high oxygen environments.  Research by F. Austin demonstrated the negative
effect of oxygen on the Lyme organism.  The study suggests that the Bb organism is sensitive to high concentrations
of oxygen at the cellular level, or what is termed, elevated tissue partial pressures.  In other words, the Bb organism
doesn't do well in a biological environment similar to that created in the body during HBO treatment.
Once it was clinically determined that Lyme bacteria is adversely affected by the conditions created in the body
during HBO therapy, the next step was to conduct a more in-depth study. 
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One such subjective study was completed in 1997 by William Fife, Ph. D. at the Texas A & M Hyperbaric
Laboratory and approved by the Texas A & M University Review Board.  The results of the study were quite
significant: improvement in approximately 85 percent of the 66 patients treated. “Improvement” is defined as a
decrease or the elimination of symptoms. (See the outline of Dr. Fife's study, Effects of Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy
on Lyme Disease under the treatment section at http://www.HBOToday.com.)

It is also notable that all of the Dr. Fife study's participants were veterans of antibiotic therapy.  These were adults
and children who had tried and failed antibiotic therapy, including the big gun in the antibiotic arsenal: intravenous
antibiotics.  The Fife study had chosen the most difficult of all subjects to test.  These were Lyme patients with long-
term chronic symptoms and most of them probably had nothing to lose.  The fact that 85 percent of these Lyme
patients showed improvement seems truly remarkable.

Dr. Fife established the protocols for HBO treatment for the most difficult of Lyme cases calling for HBO therapy
to be administered at 2.36 ata (atmospheres absolute),  20 psig PO2 which is equivalent to a depth of 45 feet below
sea level.   Each treatment lasts one hour and two treatments are prescribed each day, five days per week.  This a
very aggressive approach that has yielded very positive results in those cases that were showing no response to
anti-biotics.

With Lyme the more oxygen the better.  Do not be bashful with the oxygen but be diligent and observant.  I suggest
1 hour @ 2.0 at the minimum.  The best protocol appears to be 2.4 - 2.5 ata for 75 minutes at target pressure as often
as possible and look for the “Herx reaction”.  This will confirm that the treatment is working.  Many patients will
appear to worsen at the 16-20th  treatment.  The best results will be seen after daily HBO sessions.  A “once a week”
approach is a waste of time and resources.

Defeating the Pathogenic Defense Mechanism

Microbiologists have confirmed that the pathogen that causes Lyme Disease, unlike other known organisms (with
a few exceptions out of millions), can exist without iron, a metal that all other life needs to make proteins and
enzymes.  This bug laughs at the lack of iron.  Instead of iron, in certain Borrelia enzymes Borrelia uses iron's
next-door neighbor on the periodic table of elements, manganese.  This substitution of manganese eludes the body’s
immune system defenses that protect the body by starving pathogens of iron. 
 
Borrelia, with no need for iron, is engineered to evade that defense mechanism.  In 2000, groundbreaking research
on Borrelia's genome by James Posey and Frank Gherardini at the University of Georgia showed that the bacterium
has no genes that code to make iron-containing proteins and typically do not accumulate any detectable iron.  Again,
this bug laughs at the lack of iron.

To cause disease, Borrelia burgdorferi requires unusually high levels of manganese, scientists at Johns Hopkins
University (JHU), Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), and the University of Texas reported.  Their
study, published March 22, 2013, in the Journal of Biological Chemistry, may explain some mysteries about why
Lyme Disease is slow-growing and so hard to detect and treat.  The findings also open the door to search for new
therapies to thwart the bacterium by targeting manganese.

Borrelia’s internal enzymes include an amino peptidase and an important antioxidant enzyme called SuperOxide
Dismutase.  It is a microaerophilic organism which means to live and replicate it must exist in a low oxygen
environment.  It actually produces SOD to protect itself from oxygen.

http://www.HBOToday.com
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Our own physiology requires SOD as a defense mechanism against free radicals and “too much” oxygen.  In fact,
when we temporarily “use up” our available SOD the body can experience oxygen toxicity which may result in CNS
short-circuits manifesting as seizures.  (This is another topic all together).  

So like us, this pathogen produces it own supply of SOD to protect itself against the primary offensive mechanism
that the body uses against them; the leucocytes’ oxidative burst.  Our white blood cells attack pathogens with
superoxide radicals, highly reactive molecules that cause damage within the pathogens.   Superoxide dismutase is 
an antioxidant that neutralizes the superoxides so that the pathogens can continue to grow.

Leucocyte activity increases directly with higher dissolved oxygen.  HBOT not only increases activity but also
enables our WBC’s to create a higher potential difference and, by means of a larger oxidative burst, burn the
pathogen.  However we require high oxygen dosages to do this and the production of free radicals in our own system
can be employed to act as a bactericidal agent.   We want this pathogen to use up its own reserves of SOD and
become vulnerable to high oxygen levels.  Achieving borderline seizure levels in the human system are best in
enabling our leucocytes to kill this unique pathogenic infection.

The HBOT Lyme protocols employed by ANDI members has had excellent results and should be studied further.

It is interesting to note that some believe that HBO therapy can kill the Bb organism directly.  This begs the
question, "Can HBO therapy directly kill the Bb organism on its own?"  It seems possible that the answer to this
question may be a solid “yes”.  A positive response seems reasonable because Lyme patients who have undergone
HBO therapy without taking antibiotics have experienced a Herxheimer reaction during treatment.  This suggests
that HBO therapy alone was responsible for the cytotoxin production resulting from the bacteria die-off.  What is
the minimum dosage necessary for a bactericidal effect?  I have a protocol that appears to work and have chosen
to use an ata-minute unit to help quantify the actual amount of oxygen delivered however more research would be
helpful.  Our ANDI member facilities are sharing their collected data as a temporary alternative to more expensive
research.

Other Benefits of HBO Therapy

There are other benefits of HBO therapy that may play a role in treating Lyme disease, but were not mentioned in
the Texas A & M study.  Some of these benefits are theoretical and not proven; others are well known and
considered established fact in Hyperbaric Medicine.  Many of these additional benefits are based on the belief that
HBO therapy and antibiotic therapy work in a synergistic manner.  In this context, synergistic is defined as the
combination of both treatments (HBO therapy and antibiotic therapy) being greater than the effect of either one
alone. 

Dr. Fife's study suggests that the Bb organism is sensitive to elevated levels of oxygen at the cellular level. This is
an environment similar to that created in the body during HBO therapy. Unfortunately, at this time we do not know
much about HBO's effect on dormant Lyme bacteria.  However, Dr. Fife's study conclusively showed that HBO
therapy does have a significant and positive impact on a high percentage of Lyme patients who failed antibiotic
therapy.  The exact reasons why this is so are not entirely clear.

HBOT-caused Angiogenesis Plays a Role

HBO therapy facilitates angiogenesis.  Angiogenesis is defined as the development of blood vessels in the body.
This may become important in the treatment of Lyme disease because it is believed that Lyme bacteria effectively
evade antibiotics by moving away from normal blood flow into tissue, organs and bone. 
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Thus, the farther that the antibiotic can move into these areas through a more dense and extensive system of blood
vessels, the greater the opportunity to kill the Bb organism.  HBO therapy's facilitation of angiogenesis allows the
antibiotic to potentially have a greater effect on Lyme bacteria by helping to move the antibiotic closer to those parts
of the body where the bacteria may be residing.

Bacterial Cell Wall Penetration Appears Key

There is emerging evidence that certain antibiotics may be more readily incorporated into the cell wall of the
bacteria itself in the presence of elevated oxygen tension, which is an environment similar to that created in the body
during HBO therapy. If true, this is a clear example of HBO therapy working in a synergistic manner with antibiotic
therapy. In other words, the effectiveness of antibiotics to kill the Lyme organism is increased through the use of
HBO therapy.

Research is currently being conducted that may indicate that the Bb organism can be killed by oxygen free radicals.
Oxygen free radicals are produced during HBO therapy.  The deeper the depth of treatment, the greater the number
of free radicals produced.  It is believed by many that oxygen free radicals have an antibiotic-like effect.  To enhance
the production of free-radicals and facilitate bactericidal action higher oxygen pressure and more stress on the bodies
anti-oxident production seems advisable.
 
Finally, it is well understood that HBO therapy can enhance certain aspects of the body's natural immune system.
This may play a significant and positive role for Lyme patients because their immune systems have probably been
compromised over a long period of time as a result of persistent symptoms.

Further Research Needed

The benefits of HBO therapy appear to be far reaching, as well as having particular significance for Lyme patients.
However, further research would be helpful in establishing better diagnostic testing procedures for Lyme disease
and precise protocols of treatment for HBO therapy.  The former obviously includes a precise test to directly
measure the presence of Lyme bacteria in the body, or absence thereof.  The latter includes the ideal total number
of HBO treatments and the dive depth necessary to treat Lyme disease.

We know that antibiotic therapy helps some people who suffer from Lyme disease.  We don't fully know why this
is so. We also know that HBO therapy helps some people who suffer from Lyme disease.  Again, we don't fully
know why this occurs.  In both cases we feel that it is important to learn why each of these treatments work for some
people and not for others.

In 2004, I wrote a paper that made the case for Lyme as being sexually transmittable in addition to the insect bite
mechanism.  Dispite my evidence, there were very many who derided my theory.  In 2013 the USA Center for
Disease Control cited Lyme cases as 30,000 annually.  Possibly due to better diagnoses, in 2015 this was increased
to an estimated 300,000 diagnosed cases per year.  That’s a lot of tick bites!  Is there another mechanism
transmitting this disease?

As published in the January 2014 issue of the Journal of Investigative Medicine, an international team of researchers
divided participants into three groups: a control group that did not have Lyme disease, a random group of men and
women who did have it, and a group of married, heterosexual couples who had Lyme disease and engaged in
unprotected sex.  
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They then tested vaginal secretions and semen samples.  What they found was that the control group did not have
the bacteria in their vaginal secretions or semen, but all of the women who had Lyme disease had the bacteria
present in their vaginal secretions, and about half of the men showed the bacteria in their semen.  Other bacteria
found in these fluids, such as those that cause chlamydia and gonorrhea, are easily transmitted from one person to
another during sex.  The researchers believe the bacteria that cause Lyme could be transmitted that way.  The
researchers say their most interesting finding is that one of the married couples had identical DNA strains of the
bacteria, strongly suggesting that one had transmitted it sexually to the other. 

The major focus of medical science in the field should be on developing an accurate test for Lyme disease.  Such
a test will do more to eliminate the current controversy and confusing protocols surrounding the diagnosis and
treatment of Lyme disease than anything else.  Clarifying better ways of diagnosing and treating Lyme disease
through more accurate testing methods will go a long way toward relieving the suffering that many Lyme patients
continue to endure.

Summary

If your symptoms lead you to believe you may have contracted Lyme disease, do not hesitate to get help at the
earliest opportunity.  Be certain that your physician is offering more than anti-biotics as this has proven to be
palliative at best and a temporary remedy.  High dose HBOT can, by itself through the Herxheimer reaction indicate
the presence of pathogenic infection.
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